ABSTRACT

The topic of this research is about the perception between two Whites characters in Twain's *The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn*, Huck Finn and the majority in the Southern Part of America, in responding the Slavery System in the United States during Antebellum Era. The purposes of this research are to know more about the slavery system issue in unusual position and to prove that is not all whites in the southern part of America agree with the slavery system. This research is using qualitative methodology: Postcolonial theory that is as a tool in analyzing the novel, and the United States history in Antebellum Era. This research concludes the Southern Whites argued that slavery is profitable for economic good, but Huck and others abolitionists in the South thought that slavery is breaking Human Rights Ideology, thus, by contrasting the perception from two Whites characters is proving that is not all Whites in the Southern Part of America in Antebellum Era agree with the Slavery System.